The Nest Venue
Post your registration to

Heart-Dancing Classes for Facilitators
Attn: Pennie Brownlee
PO Box 69
Thames 3540

The course will be held at The Nest, Clive, on
the main highway just north of the river. You will
have heard of The Nest, now is your chance to
experience it. There will be lots to inspire you as
you wander around this beautiful place.

Dance with me in the Heart
Heart Dancing Classes for
Facilitators of Parent-Infant classes

Accommodation options

Unlike the previous residential courses, this course
does not include accommodation, so you will need
to find accommodation for yourself to suit your
budget.
If you look on the net there are lots of options for
the Hawkes Bay, ranging from budget in camping
grounds to luxury in hotels. Then again, you might
be lucky and have an Aunty or friends living close
by whom you could stay with.
You might want to chance your luck with WOTIF. It
is an accommodation website, where closer to the
date you want, the standard prices for rooms drop.
education for the head and the heart

at The Nest • Clive
October 20th - 22nd, 2017
from 6.30pm on Friday to 3.00pm on Sunday

Facilitated by Pennie Brownlee
Fee $550

includes course fee, a Facilitator Handbook,
a Parent Handbook, meals except breakfast,
and something to write with and write on,
a folder, and Skype or email mentoring.
Sorry, it does not include accommodation.

This is the seventh Heart Dancing for Facilitators
training. Kimberley Crisp and her team have very
kindly agreed to offer their special place The Nest
as the venue for us. That fits in perfectly with the
ethos of this training. One of the prerequisites for
Parent-Infant Classes is an environment of harmony
and beauty, so you get the chance to experience
what ‘eco harmony and beauty’ can look like in
Early Childhood.
Have a look through the programme outline and
see if you want join us in October.
With much love,
Pennie
If you are thinking of bringing a friend, remember
that participants do have to have completed Dance
with me in the Heart • Level One (Baby’space)
before they can enrol in this course.

Power dynamics

• the societal shift that is underway, from 		
the dominance paradigm to the partnership
paradigm.
• the pivotal role that parent-infant classes have
in that shift
• your role as a model of that shift

Teaching dynamics

• how to set up a sacred space
• the skills to create learning partnerships
• the skills of brain-compatible teaching for 		
learning

The ten session curriculum

• looking at the curriculum
• learning how to facilitate the practical 		
exercises that require sensory awareness for
their success.

education for the head and the heart
Anyone for tea at The Nest?

Please send a cheque made out to Pennie Brownlee, PO Box 69 Thames 3540
OR make your payement by internet: Account 010455 0063833 00 and tag your payment with your name.
If you need more information, email me at penniepost@wave.co.nz

This time together will be intensive, there is a lot to
cover in a short time. We’ll make sure it will still be
fun though. I’m pretty sure you’ll feel more like you
have been playing than working at the end of it.

Mobile phone:    _____________________   Personal email:  ____________________

Warm Greetings to you, and thankyou for deciding
to be part of the ‘Heart Dance revolution’, dancing
with the parents and their little ones.

Programme Outline

In this course we will look at the little picture and
the big picture, because they are both parts of the
same picture. You are more effective as an agent of
change if you understand where you fit in both.
Course content includes:

_________________________________________________________

Warmest greetings to you

Please enrol me in Heart Dancing for Facilitators at The Nest at Clive
Name:                 _________________________________________________________
			
		
Postal address: _________________________________________________________

Parent-Infant Classes

There are no phone or email bookings. You are not enrolled until you return       
the form along with your deposit (only) of $100 .

Dance with me in the Heart

Registration Form:

the facilitators’ steps for

